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Iowa State’s College of 
Veterinary Medicine has un-
dergone a major expansion.
Completed in summer 
2012, 17,000 square feet 
of new construction and 
88,000 square feet of reno-
vated space have made the 
small animal hospital at the 
Lloyd Veterinary Medical 
Center one of the most state-
of-the-art facilities in the 
country.
Karl Kraus, professor and 
section head of small animal 
surgery, said he believes  the 
expansion was a necessary 
step for the future of the 
hospital.
“The infrastructure [of 
the old building] was getting 
too old and obsolete,” Kraus 
said.
Kraus said with the new 
expansion, the veterinary 
doctors are able to care for 
the animals better.
“The entire old hospi-
tal is now just surgery, and 
we now have 11 induction 
stations for anesthesia. We 
also have less invasive pro-
cedures than we did previ-
ously, which is always better 
for the animal,” Kraus said.
The new renovated space 
includes separate waiting 
areas for dog and cat own-
ers, an overnight area for pet 
owners who choose to spend 
the night, 24/7 ICU radiol-
ogy center, and multiple drug 
resistance rooms to prevent 
contamination of the ani-
mals or humans.
One of the most ad-
vanced technologies as a re-
sult of the recent expansion 
is the addition of LED lights 
above the operating tables in 
the surgical rooms.
“The LED lights change 
color depending on the tis-
sue you’re operating on. If 
you’re working on belly tis-
sues,  the lights turn white. 
But, if you’re operating on 
bone, you don’t want a glare. 
So the lights turn a slightly 
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The enhanced use of rapid prototyping, most notably 
by means of a $170,000 3D printer, has aided ISU students 
in design-based projects.
Rapid prototyping, also simply known as 3D printing, 
“is a detailed three-dimensional visualization of the prod-
uct, object or component that you’re working on,” said 
David Ringholz, chair of the industrial design department 
and associate professor at Iowa State.
Depending on the type of machine, rapid prototype ma-
chines can create products consisting of materials from 
paper to metal.
In the case of Iowa State’s newest and biggest Objet 3D 
printer, located in Howe Hall, the use of polymers and plas-
tics play a key role in creating finished products.
Also, as a result, a wide variety of products can be cre-
ated due to the adaptability of these polymers and plastics.
“If I wanted to make a model of a pair of glasses and 
have part of it soft, part of it clear, and part of it hard, I could 
do that all in one shot on this machine,” Ringholz said, ex-
emplifying how the printer can create products with mul-
tiple parts and compositions.
The printer, which at the time of purchase two years 
ago was only the second of its kind in North America, is 
both useful in its capacity as well as how it is also benefi-
cial for students.
“This is important for an industrial design student in 
that you can get custom properties out of materials; you 
can get custom colors out of your materials,” Ringholz said.
Ringholz also noted how rapid prototype machines, in-
cluding smaller-scale machines found at the Design build-
ing, can create better models often used in the preliminary 
processes of design-based projects and eliminate time-
consuming steps.
“Before 3D printing was available to design students 
and engineering students, we had to do a computer mod-
el and a rendering and just simulate how it would be,” 
Ringholz said about the deficiencies of model-making in 
the past.
To create these 3D print products at Iowa State, though, 
some knowledge of the computer program “SolidWorks” 
is required.
In the spring of 2012, Tyler Cain had an 
idea. A year later, his idea has grown into his 
passion project: the REV club. 
REV stands for Renewable Energy 
Vehicle. Think along the lines of hybrid cars, 
except the renewable energy vehicle would 
not run on fossil fuels at all. Cain and other 
members are hoping to tap into a combina-
tion of water and solar energy.
Cain explained that the water will sit in a 
divided tank with an electrode on each end; 
using energy gathered by the sun, an electric 
current will be sent through the water.
Technology 
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Optimism drives club 
pursuing sustainability
Vet med expansion 
provides students 
better experience
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Photo: Suit Yee/Iowa State Daily
Andrew Jordan, teaching laboratory associate, holds a prototype created by the newest 3D 
printer. The 3D printer can create prototypes from flexible polymer and transparent materials. 
Prototype machines can create 
prototypes from paper, metal 
Student organization Renovation
Photo: Suit Yee/Iowa State Daily
Tyler Cain, senior in civil engineering and president of the Renewable Energy Vehicle Club, 
explains a calculation for a vehicle that could run on a combination of water and solar energy.
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Dianne Bystrom and Steffen 
Schmidt will discuss moments 
of the 2012 caucus, primary and 
election season Tuesday in the 
Memorial Union’s Sun Room. 
Bystrom teaches women’s stud-
ies and political science courses 
in addition to directing the Carrie 
Chapman-Catt Center at Iowa 
State. 
Schmidt teaches political science 
and was named by the Iowa 
Distance Learning Association as 
the 2007 Innovator of the Year. 
The 2012 Elections: The Good, 
the Bad & the Ugly event will 
begin at 8 p.m. and is free to the 
public. 
—Daily staff
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2012 Elections
The Good, the Bad & the Ugly
Dianne Bystrom Steffen Schmidt
Join Dianne Bystrom and Steffen Schmidt for a discussion of the outstanding 
moments of the 2012 caucus, primary and election season. Dianne Bystrom is 
director of the Carrie Chapman Catt Center for Women and Politics and has 
more than thirty years of experience covering, working in, and studying 
political campaigns.  She is a coauthor, coeditor or contributor to fifteen books 
on topics ranging from political communication strategies, media coverage of 
women candidates, and women in Congress. She is a frequent commentator 
on women's and political issues for local, national and international media. 
Steffen Schmidt is University Professor of Political Science and longtime 
contributor to Iowa Public Radio's weekly political call-in show. He has 
become one of the most quotable political science experts in the media on the 
Iowa caucuses and U.S. presidential elections. He is a coauthor of the best 
selling textbook American Government and Politics Today.        
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences Dean's Lecture Series
Tuesday, March 5, 2013, 8 pm
Sun Room, Memorial Union
Sponsored by:
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Committee on Lectures (funded by GSB)
Private Lands and Public Priorities
Tuesday, March 5, 2013, 7pm
Great Hall, Memorial Union
EPA, Iowa Agriculture 
and the Quest for Land Health
Karl Brooks
Karl Brooks is the Regional 
Administrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency’s Region 7. 
He supervises EPA operations in 
Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska 
and nine tribal nations. For the 
first time in generations, Iowans 
have the opportunity to tackle 
one of the nation’s biggest water 
quality challenges: nonpoint source 
pollution. The elements are in 
place for a concerted effort to reduce the nutrients that degrade Iowa 
waters and contribute to problems that extend well beyond the state’s 
borders. Dr. Brooks will discuss collaborative efforts of the EPA, 
Iowa farmers, state agencies, and Iowa State University to seize this 
opportunity to address water quality concerns related to agriculture.
Sponsored by: College of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences 
Committee on Lectures 
(funded by GSB)
Northwestern University 
847.491.7399 
www.mbp.northwestern.edu 
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Feb. 26 
An officer assisted an indi-
vidual who fell at Ross Hall 
(reported at 9 a.m.).
A vehicle driven by Gilbert 
Garnica collided with a sign 
at 13th Street and Haber Road 
(reported at 9:23 a.m.).
An officer assisted an individu-
al who fell at Lot 28 (reported 
at 9:21 a.m.).
An officer assisted an indi-
vidual who fell at Carrie Lane 
Court (reported at 9:39 a.m.).
Vehicles owned and/or driven 
by Daniel Neubauer and 
Chelsea Maxwell were 
involved in a property damage 
collision at Pammel Drive and 
WOI Road (reported at 12:16 
p.m.).
A vehicle driven by Erica 
Becker collided with a parked 
car at Lot B1 (reported at 
12:39 p.m.).
A vehicle driven by Celeste 
Estrella Polo collided with a 
light pole at Center Drive and 
University Boulevard (reported 
at 2:48 p.m.).
An individual reported the 
theft of personal items at Lied 
Recreation Center (reported at 
7:59 p.m.).
An individual reported the theft 
of a laptop computer at Parks 
Library. The item was later 
recovered (reported at 10:39 
p.m.).
Feb. 27
Vehicles driven by Kyle 
Wandling and Wade 
Anderson were involved in 
a property damage collision 
at South 16th Street and 
University Boulevard (reported 
at 8:28 a.m.).
A vehicle driven by John 
Moore collided with a parked 
car at Edenburn Drive (re-
ported at 10:43 a.m.).
Michael Adams, 47, 1329 
Kellogg Ave., was arrested 
and charged with operating 
while intoxicated at Lot 61B 
(reported at 10:55 p.m.).
Feb. 28
Trigg Ruehle, 21, 425 Welch 
Ave., Unit 102, was arrested 
and charged with operating 
while intoxicated at Storm 
Street and Welch Road (re-
ported at 12:35 a.m.).
Robert Bernard, 19, 2519 
Chamberlain St., Unit 402, 
was arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated 
at Chamberlain Street and 
Hayward Avenue (reported at 
1:50 a.m.).
Brian Norman, 24, 532 
Hayward Ave., was arrested 
and charged with public 
intoxication at Little Street and 
Welch Avenue (reported at 
2:13 a.m.).
An individual reported graffiti in 
several locations at the Design 
Building (reported at 10:17 
a.m.).
Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
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Kasidy Devlin, who plays 
Sir Robin and three other 
characters in the national tour 
of “Spamalot,” which will be 
at Stephens Auditorium on 
Tuesday didn’t think he’d ever 
get the part.
He showed up late to his 
audition and was number 475 
to audition that day.
This Broadway show, 
touring since 2006, returns 
to Stephens Auditorium on 
Tuesday. It starts at 7:30 p.m. 
and is there for only one night.
“I guess they liked me. Now 
that they asked me [to tour 
with “Spamalot”] I’ve been 
in the show two years now.” 
Devlin said. “I’ve just had my 
220th show.” Devlin got the 
idea to audition for “Spamalot” 
from his love of the movie 
“Monty Python and the Holy 
Grail.”
He originally saw the mov-
ie when he was 9 years old, 
when he rented it from a movie 
rental store.
Technically the clerk at the 
movie rental store wasn’t al-
lowed to give it to him since it 
was rated R, but since the clerk 
was a big Monty Python fan 
himself, he declared the movie 
a must-see and let Devlin rent 
it anyway.
“I loved the movie and then 
I wanted to devour all the other 
stuff that they’d done, the Life 
of Brian and the televisions se-
ries. I’ve been a big fan the rest 
of my life,” Devlin stated.
Finding his passion for 
acting at a young age Devlin 
admits that he doesn’t really 
know when he knew he was 
supposed to be an actor. “It’s 
something I’ve thought about 
a couple of times, but I’m not 
really sure when [I knew]. It’s 
sort of always been there.”
In his earliest memories 
his grandmother would hold 
holiday shows that included 
skits, songs and even acrobat-
ics. He always wanted to be on 
stage and finally was able to 
share the stage with his grand-
ma when he was 5 years old.
Aside from Grandma’s hol-
iday shows, Devlin practiced 
his acting in front of a mirror, 
mimicking one of his idols, 
Charlie Chaplin. He rewound 
the movies on his VHS tapes 
and copied the facial features.
His love for acting followed 
him though high school and 
carried on into college, study-
ing physical theater in Blue 
Lake, Calif.
When they are touring, it’s 
harder to keep a regular rou-
tine because they are always 
on the road.
“You also don’t know what 
audiences you’re getting. It’s 
interesting to see how differ-
ent jokes play in different ar-
eas.” Devlin said.
Generally within the first 
10 minutes of the perfor-
mance, the cast can tell what 
type of audience they are per-
forming for that night. The 
Python audience will laugh 
and cheer before a line is read 
or even before a character ap-
pears on the stage.
Even when the cast is per-
forming a show to someone 
who has never seen Monty 
Python, they still get a good re-
action from the crowd.
“There are a lot of new 
things added and a whole new 
story line worked in, so that if 
you don’t even know the origi-
nal source, you can still enjoy 
the show,” Devlin said.
By Nicole.Presley 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Simone.Scruggs 
@iowastatedaily.com
‘Spamalot’ comes back to Ames
MBA graduates have high placement rate
Iowa State is known for many of its 
programs’ achievements, one being the job 
placement rate of the masters of business 
administration graduate students.
For spring MBA graduates, recruit-
ment statistics are at an all time high and 
so are job placement numbers.
About 90 percent of the students ex-
pected to graduate in the MBA class of 
spring 2013 have already accepted job 
offers.
The hope is that the number will in-
crease to 97 percent in at least three 
months after graduation, said Mark 
Peterson, director of Graduate Career 
Services for the College of Business.
U.S. News & World Report has Iowa 
State ranked third out of 10 MBA pro-
grams for the previous two years on job 
placement after graduation.
“The Best MBA Programs for Jobs” is 
based on an underlining number of MBA 
schools’ employment data that is the 
percentage of employed students within 
three months of graduation.
“U.S. News publishes one of the biggest 
rankings of all graduate programs, and 
here in the U.S., their ranking of graduate 
business schools’ MBA programs is one of 
the most respected ones,” Peterson said.
Peterson is able to work closely with 
each student based on his or her prefer-
ence due to the program only serving 80 
students this academic year.
The school “works carefully to bring 
in solid students to meet business school 
requirements,” Peterson said in regards to 
who is accepted into the program.
Remaining active and maintaining re-
lationships with alumni is key to allowing 
students to have networking opportuni-
ties within major companies. Peterson 
said alumni are often willing to help cur-
rent students with their job searches.
Alumni impact the job placement 
greatly for prospective students by tell-
ing their companies to recruit from Iowa 
State.
Two top companies that have hired 
new MBA students are John Deere and 
General Mills. Peterson said John Deere 
gave 33 percent of the full-time job offers 
and General Mills hired 25 percent of the 
graduating class.
John Deere is the single biggest em-
ployer for the MBA graduates.
Students who have completed intern-
ships with a company are more likely to be 
given a job by that employer.
Jeffery Emrich, graduate student in 
business administration, knows first-
hand about the success rate of job place-
ment for ISU MBA students; Emrich has 
accepted a job offer from Wells Fargo in 
the audit department.
Emrich said the “education speaks for 
itself” about his success in obtaining a job 
prior to graduating with the same compa-
ny he held an internship with.
Working with teams is one aspect that 
Emrich enjoyed about the program.
“It’s very team-based. Working with 
teams is something I enjoy and it is also 
something that helped me,” Emrich said.
With career and internship fairs fre-
quently being held on campus, the MBA 
program is not worried about its prospec-
tive students receiving job offers.
“We have always been really consistent 
with a 97 percent employment after three 
months of graduation,” Peterson said.
Entertainment
Employment
Students can accustom themselves to this 
software in the classroom in courses ranging 
from intermediate to advanced levels.
“We teach the computer modeling in class. 
We use the printer as part of the class. So it’s 
actually an assignment to take a part or prod-
uct, model one of the parts, and print it out and 
put it back together,” Ringholz said. “Those 
assignments are built into the curriculum of 
some entry level computer classes.”
Morgan Hardy, freshman in electrical engi-
neering, has been introduced to the printer in 
his Electrical Engineering 285 course.
“Currently, my electrical engineering class 
is looking into programming for 3D printing 
and creating programs that will allow us to 
print with it,” Hardy said.
He said 3D printing, a relatively new form 
of technology, will be a new experience for him.
“I had kind of heard of it but never really 
knew what it did,” Hardy said. “Being able to 
program in 3D is a lot different than most other 
things. Printing in any 3D form can be difficult, 
but it’ll be interesting to see how it goes.”
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reddish color,” Kraus said.
The renovated small animal hospital has not 
only benefitted the animal patients, but it has 
also benefitted ISU veterinary students as well.
“We have more space now, and that’s bet-
ter for students primarily from a standpoint 
that there’s more examination rooms, and we 
also have rounds rooms, which are dedicated 
areas for students to work from, and they 
are able to do evaluations more easily,” said 
Rodney Bagley, executive director of the Lloyd 
Veterinary Medical Center.
The Hixson-Lied Small Animal Hospital at 
the Lloyd Veterinary Medical Center treats ani-
mals ranging from dogs and cats to lizards and 
exotic pets and has seen an increase in their 
number of cases.
“Last year, we saw the highest number of 
cases we’ve ever seen at around 19,000. So, 
whether we were going to see those cases or not, 
having the expanded space definitely makes it 
easier to handle,” Bagley said.
The ISU College of Veterinary Medicine is 
the first public veterinary school in the United 
States.
“We are a teaching college with the three 
missions being teaching, research and service. 
We house officers, students, interns and resi-
dents, and also other doctors who come to ex-
pand their talents,” Kraus said.
The small animal hospital has no major ex-
pansions planned for the near future, but they 
are doing their best to stay prepared if they 
should need to expand.
“We’re always thinking ahead, and there are 
spaces in the new facility that haven’t been built 
out yet and have room for expansion and can be 
used to fit our needs should we choose to do so 
in the future,” Bagley said. “We hope to keep 
moving forward.”
>>VET CLINIC.p1
Photo: Ethan Crane/Iowa State Daily
Tonka, a female German shepherd, is using the new, contained water walker for physical 
therapy at the Small Animal Hospital. The hospital benefits vet students as well as animals.  
ISU Vet Med college is the first public vet 
school in the U.S.
It underwent a renovation that was completed 
in 2012.
19,000 cases came through the Lloyd Vet Med 
Center in the last year.
ISU Vet Med fast facts
“Hydrogen will then sepa-
rate from the water. After the 
separation, it will be collected, 
compressed and stored in a 
tank. This way the maximum 
amount of fuel can be stored,” 
Cain said.
As a bonus, when hydro-
gen is burnt it combines with 
oxygen to create more water. 
The by-product can then be re-
captured and fed back into the 
water supply to help perpetu-
ate itself.
“There are safety issues 
that need to be addressed,” 
Cain said. Cain explained that 
hydrogen is very flammable, so 
if something goes wrong in the 
burning process, fail-safe fea-
tures need to be put into place.
One option is having a roof 
that can be punched out to al-
low for a swift escape. What 
the members of the Renewable 
Energy Vehicle Club will use 
as a safety option is uncertain 
at this point.
There are eight official 
members who have been 
members since the beginning. 
Ever since Cain sent out a mass 
email detailing  the club’s goal, 
he has received 65 responses 
from prospective members.  “I 
was so excited when I got the 
emails,” Cain said.
Cain said members do not 
have to have an experienced 
background to join. However, 
he admits it would be helpful 
to have some knowledge of en-
gineering. Members are only 
required to put in one hour per 
week.
“It’s a very hands-on club; 
the students make all the deci-
sions,” Cain said.
The Renewable Energy 
Vehicle Club is designing re-
newable energy vehicles for ex-
perience, but also to compete 
in P3, or Peak Performance 
Project. P3 is an event put 
on by the Environmental 
Protection Agency.
“[P3] was developed 
nine years ago by someone 
who is no longer with the 
[Environmental Protection 
Agency] as a student design 
competition to try and in-
troduce sustainability into 
engineering design,” said 
Cynthia Nolt-Helms, of the 
Washington branch of the 
EPA’s Office of Research and 
Development.
P3 begins with intense 
amounts of research and ends 
with demonstration of an ac-
tual model during the National 
Sustainability Design 
Exposition.
The designs are evalu-
ated by a panel of ex-
perts selected from the 
American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. The 
EPA provides these judges 
with criteria in each category 
with which to evaluate.
The best student designs 
have the opportunity to take 
home grants up to $90,000. 
“We have had some for-
profit businesses arise out of 
this competition,” Nolt-Helms 
said.
The National Sustainable 
Design Exposition is held an-
nually on the National Mall in 
Washington, D.C. It is open to 
the public and showcases not 
only the P3 competition, but 
many other designs and ideas 
that advance sustainability. 
“If I had to choose one word 
[to describe the Renewable 
Energy Vehicle Club], it would 
be ‘exciting,’” Nolt-Helms 
said. “If I were allowed a few 
other words, I would also use 
‘optimism,’ ‘enthusiasm’ and 
‘brighter future.’” 
The ISU Renewable 
Energy Vehicle Club has not 
made it to Washington yet, but 
Cain is optimistic that a visit to 
the expo is not too far off in the 
future.
“Our goal is to have a rough 
computer animated model 
done by the end of the semes-
ter. Next semester is when we 
intend to start fabrication,” 
Cain said.
When pressed about future 
plans and decisions, Cain ad-
mitted that there is much that 
still needs to be decided.
For instance, just where 
the vehicle will be built is up 
for debate. Who will drive the 
vehicle at the Expo hasn’t even 
come up yet in meetings. The 
club is accomplishing its goal 
one step at a time.
“There’s hope to solve these 
problems we face,” Cain said. 
“We can do something about it 
right now instead of waiting 10 
years down the road.”
>>ENERGY.p1
Iowa State possesses several rapid prototyp-
ing machines, or 3D printers, most notably the 
$170,000 Objet Connex 260 printer.
The Objet printer allows for designers to effi-
ciently make models, composed of a plastic and 
polymer base, for design-based projects.
The computer program “SolidWorks” is used at 
Iowa State to create products for print.
An array of products can be made ranging in 
complexity from a small screw to a product with 
multiple moving parts, such as a pair of glasses.
Objet printer fast facts
>>3-D PRINTING.p1
Photo: Suit Yee/Iowa State Daily
Andrew Jordan, teaching laboratory associate for aerospace engineering, displays the type 
of materials that could be used for 3D printing with the newest Objet Connex 260 printer.
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Discrimination
Looking back at old photographs of how towns and cities used to look is a special thing. It’s mind-blowing 
to compare them to recent photos and see 
how far the world has come. America is 
one of the most changing and revolution-
ary countries in the world. We are always 
looking towards the future and wondering 
what’s next. That’s at least what should be 
happening. Instead, there are a number of 
citizens who have a 19th century mind-
set. Back then, white men were better 
than everyone else. Women and African-
Americans were somehow thought of as 
lesser beings. Here we are, two centuries 
later, stumbling upon those same views. 
Not until 1920 were women allowed to 
vote in national elections — that was less 
than 100 years ago. Multiple countries 
gave women the right to vote before the 
United States caught on. Not until the 
1960s were African-Americans treated 
equally as white people in everyday life. 
If you have ever taken a history class, 
you know how hard African-Americans 
worked to receive equal rights. It is hard 
to even fathom that even back then, people 
thought white was better than black, con-
sidering how many successful and skilled 
African-Americans there are today. It is 
hard to understand how anyone could still 
think that way.
Growing up, my teachers drilled 
into my head how much of a “melting 
pot” America is. I grew up knowing that 
America is filled with people of all colors, 
shapes and ways of life. If people can’t 
accept that, then maybe they shouldn’t 
be a part of a country where everyone is 
treated equal. Oh, but that’s right — that’s 
not actually true. Not only are women still 
considered less intelligent, but now that 
there is an established gay community, we 
can’t treat them equally either because 
they aren’t a straight, white male.
After seeing how horrible people 
have been in world history, I would have 
guessed everyone could learn from the 
mistakes of others and try to make the 
world a better place, but giving gays the 
right to be married seems to be impos-
sible for America to accomplish. Once 
again, other countries are realizing how 
to treat everyone the same sooner than 
America. As the great Thomas Jefferson 
wrote in the Declaration of Independence, 
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, 
that all men are created equal, that they 
are endowed by their creator with certain 
unalienable rights, that among these are 
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” 
However, it seems Americans like to refer 
to the Bible to run America more than 
America’s own rules.
What happened to the separation of 
church and state? How can people still 
be quoting Bible verses to control what 
happens to people who might not even be 
Christian? I am disgusted to say I live in a 
country where folks are more concerned 
about the possibility of getting their hunt-
ing rifles taken away than about basic 
human rights. If we can’t do something as 
simple as grant marriage to everyone, then 
how do we expect to control something 
as widespread and controversial as gun 
control?
“The American Dream” is a concept 
known around the world, but little do 
people know, you have to fit a certain cri-
teria in order to be accepted in America. 
We’re supposed to be the land of the free, 
yet people are afraid to be who they are. 
There should be bigger things to worry 
about, but if something as rudimentary as 
gay marriage can’t be passed in America, 
it’s only a matter of time before the hate 
becomes greater than the love in the 
world, and that is when the world will fall 
miserably to its knees in defeat. When the 
power of love overcomes the love of power, 
that is when the world will know peace.
Americans still far from fair
By Alexa.Hopson
@iowastatedaily.com
Alexa Hopson is a sophomore in apparel, 
merchandising and design from Grimes, Iowa.
                      Photo courtesy of Flickr 
Even though America has come a long way, it is far from being an equal or fair nation. With every group of people except white, straight males 
being discriminated against, America should stop following the guidance from the Bible and instead follow the Declaration of Independence.
On Feb. 12, Matthew 
Brown published an editorial 
letter that contains some false 
or misleading claims about 
the stance of modern biblical 
scholarship on the resurrec-
tion of Jesus.
In particular, Brown 
stated: “Regardless of one’s 
view of the infallibility of the 
Bible, historians whom are 
Christian, Jewish, agnostic 
and atheist all agree that Jesus 
was crucified, that his tomb 
was later found empty by his 
female followers and that his 
disciples had experiences in 
which they believed they saw 
Jesus raised from the dead.”
However, it is not true that 
scholars who are “Christian, 
Jewish, agnostic and atheist 
all agree” that Jesus was 
crucified, or that his tomb was 
found empty. 
A number of Christian 
scholars (e.g., John Dominic 
Crossan, “Who Killed Jesus?”, 
pp. 187-88) do not believe 
Jesus was necessarily buried 
in a tomb. 
There are other agnostic 
and atheist scholars who 
don’t believe Jesus was a 
real person at all, but rather a 
mythical figure or a fictional, 
literary character. 
Examples include 
Robert Price, author of “The 
Christ-Myth Theory and 
Its Problems,” (2011) and 
Thomas L. Brodie, author of 
“Beyond the Quest for the 
Historical Jesus: Memoir of a 
Discovery,” (2012).
In an appended comment, 
Brown refers to “evidence” for 
his statement, but he is simply 
repeating the questionable 
claims of Christian apologists 
such as Gary Habermas. 
Evidence from  1 
Corinthians 15 is not really 
compelling because we can-
not historically verify that 
the author’s claims in that 
chapter are true. The fact that 
Aramaic expressions were 
used means very little because 
we have similar Aramaic ex-
pressions used in non-biblical 
sources that most Christians 
today regard as fictional.
We also have evidence 
that other self-described early 
Christians did not believe in 
a literal resurrection or in a 
flesh-and-blood Jesus (e.g., 
1 John 4:1-3, and in some so-
called “Gnostic” gospels). 
For other atheist/agnos-
tic views on the historicity 
of Jesus and the resurrec-
tion, see the chapter on 
“The Unhistorical Jesus” in 
my own book, “The End of 
Biblical Studies,” (2007).
On Feb. 26, the Daily published a 
story with the line “Deja Vu” referring 
to our men’s basketball team’s loss to 
Kansas. This wasn’t the only instance 
of deja vu we felt as a university that 
day. As a result, almost instantly after 
the loss, two ISU students made racial 
slurs and threats towards one of the 
KU players via Twitter. If you remem-
ber, almost exactly a year ago, we had 
a similar instance concerning racial 
slurs by ISU students that resulted in 
the removal of the “Just Sayin’” sec-
tion of the Daily.
As of right now, there is an investi-
gation being handled by the universi-
ty, so I cannot comment on what will 
be done to these students as a result. 
This incident brings up the much big-
ger question about race relations and 
racism here on the ISU campus. Last 
year during a campus-wide meeting 
with students, faculty and adminis-
trators, we heard heart-wrenching 
stories about specific instances of 
racism on our campus. This seemed 
to spark interest on these issues, but 
like any other big news story, it faded 
away into the past.
One year later, we find ourselves 
in the same place. As a student, I 
find this very troubling, but also a 
true manifestation of a part of our 
society we must consciously work 
to fix. Racism was not left in the civil 
rights era and was not eliminated 
with the abolishment of racist and 
unequal laws. I also find it troubling 
that in our society, speaking out about 
race issues is such a taboo topic of 
conversation.
There is no place for comments 
like this on our campus, or any other 
for that matter. It is unfortunate there 
are a lot of students at Iowa State 
that can give examples of racism on 
campus, but they often go unheard 
and/or ignored. 
There needs to be a conscious on-
going effort by students and faculty to 
deal with these issues. It is too often 
the case we feel uneasy or uncomfort-
able speaking about these issues, but 
if we want to keep moving forward 
in our efforts to create a welcoming 
environment for all students, this is 
a conversation that must be had and 
discussed often.
As a university, we are a place for 
learning and growth, but no student 
should have to be subject to racist 
language like that. The comments 
were made toward a KU student but 
offended many more people. As a 
Cyclone, I hold other Cyclones to a 
higher standard. It is fair to say that 
most students here disagree with 
those tweets, but a question to you 
is: “Why do we only wait for a major 
instance to talk about race issues on 
campus?”
In closing, I urge you, as Iowa 
Staters or otherwise, to start these 
hard and awkward conversations, 
whether it be with friends, family or 
classmates. Hopefully, there will be a 
forum or designated space to speak on 
these issues in the near future.
Letters to the Editor
Hector Avalos is a professor 
in philosophy and religious 
studies.
Christianity ‘facts’ 
disputed by scholars
Racist tweet reminder 
of unresolved problems
Nyajuok Deng is a senior in 
interdisciplinary studies.
Among fairy tale movie flicks, “The 
Princess Bride” is top-notch. One 
scene in particular from that movie 
conveys the cleverness of the whole 
story. Set in a medieval kingdom, 
a young woman named Buttercup 
falls in love with a young man name 
Westley. Unfortunately, a ship on 
which Westley was traveling was 
attacked by the Dread Pirate Robbers. 
Believing Westley dead, Buttercup 
agrees to marry a prince, named 
Humperdinck, after five years.
Shortly before the two are to be 
married, Buttercup is kidnapped by 
three men, Inigo Montoya, Fezzik, and 
Vizzini. A mysterious man dressed 
in black pursues the three. First 
Montoya, then Fezzik, stays behind to 
defeat or delay him. The man in black 
bests both, however, and catches up to 
Vizzini.
Observing the disparity between 
the two in physical, as well as mental 
ability, Vizzini noted, “It seems we 
are at an impasse.” The man in black 
proposed a combination of the two 
contests. Pouring two glasses of wine, 
he put poison in one of them. “The bat-
tle of wits,” he said, would end when 
Vizzini decided which glass contained 
the poison and both men drank their 
respective servings of wine. Then 
follows one of the funniest, mind-
twisting scenes in movie history. 
A similar impasse occurred in 
Congress recently, as they failed 
to avert “sequestration,” a 10-year 
process of spending cuts set to begin 
Friday.
As it began, President Barack 
Obama took Republicans to task for 
their intransigence and obstruction-
ism. “To set it right, both sides need to 
be willing to compromise,” he said. He 
also referred to the cuts as “dumb” and 
“arbitrary.” But those cuts were made 
in accordance with a law that Obama 
signed.
Shortly afterward, the Washington 
Post published a story stating that 
Obama has been working toward 
achieving a Democratic majority in 
the House in the 2014 election since 
his reelection. Rep. Steve Israel of New 
York said, “The president understands 
that to get anything done, he needs a 
Democratic majority in the House of 
Representatives,” presumably in addi-
tion to a majority in the Senate.
Such thinking — that for anything 
to get done in Congress we need a 
president, House, and Senate all of 
the same party — is lazy, even if this 
example is only the most recent in a 
long train of incompetence at playing 
well with others.
If sequestration is as dire as our 
politicians have claimed, Americans 
deserve action now. What they do not 
deserve is politicians who put them-
selves and their party doctrines above 
what is best for the country. Self-
assurance is a good thing, but to have 
so much self-assurance that we rule 
out tax increases, revenue increases, 
or entitlement reform or any option, is 
to assume infallibility.
The process by which one idea 
meets another is the process by which 
ideas get refined. Without a systemic 
guarantee that the president, House 
and Senate will be of the same faction 
or party, we, like Vizzini and the man 
in black, have two options: Delay 
tactics such as electioneering, or par-
ticipate in a contest together.
If a fairy tale can demonstrate that, 
then what excuse do our leaders have?
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SportS Jargon:
Dual meet
SPORT:
Wrestling
DEFINITION:
A competition between two 
teams that includes a match 
for each weight class with 
victories counting toward the 
team score.
USE:
Iowa State’s five heavier 
weights helped it win numer-
ous dual meets this season.
Women’s basketball
Big 12 wrestling has added a 
new component to its postseason 
slate in preparation for the NCAA 
Championships.
New to this season is the Big 12 
Duals, which will be held on Friday 
before the individual-based Big 12 
Championships on Saturday. Each 
team will face the other three squads 
in the conference in a round-robin 
fashion to determine the outright Big 
12 dual champion.
“Right now, I feel good about it be-
cause I have to feel good about it,” said 
ISU coach Kevin Jackson in a Monday 
news conference. “It’s something that 
we have to do; it’s something that we 
have to embrace.”
Jackson said this new format 
simulates the NCAA tournament 
more so than previous setups in that 
it provides up to five matches for each 
wrestler within the span of two days.
At last season’s Big 12 tourna-
ment — the only one with a four-team 
format and no dual championships in 
the modern era — each wrestler had 
two matches to determine where he 
would finish in the conference.
Since there are only four wres-
tlers per weight class, some will have 
to face two opponents twice if they 
wrestle all five matches.
“It’s very hard to beat a guy twice,” 
said 165-pounder Michael Moreno. 
“I’m ready for it, but from the outside 
looking in, I wouldn’t like it much.”
Two of Moreno’s three opponents 
— Tyler Caldwell of Oklahoma State 
and Bubby Graham of Oklahoma— 
are ranked in the top five nationally 
by InterMat. Moreno is guaranteed 
to face Graham twice and could face 
Caldwell twice as well.
“It’ll be cool for the fans to see 
more wrestling,” Moreno said. “But, 
you do what you’ve got to do.”
Moreno is currently projected to 
secure the third-and-final automatic 
qualifying bid at 165 pounds.
However, there are some positives 
to adding three matches to the event.
“If you haven’t competed in a 
while, you can get the cobwebs out 
those first three matches,” said 
184-pounder Boaz Beard. “It will help 
the guys that are seeded low if they 
have a big match and beat someone; it 
will give them a better seed at the ac-
tual Big 12 tournament.”
Seedings for Saturday’s Big 12 
tournament have yet to be released.
With the loss of Missouri and ad-
dition of West Virginia, the Big 12 lost 
12 automatic qualifying bids to the 
NCAA Championships.
“We didn’t know that Oklahoma 
was going to redshirt half their team,” 
Jackson said. “West Virginia com-
ing into the conference: I know they 
didn’t bring as many qualifiers as they 
would have liked. But I do think we’re 
going to get more than that when it all 
rolls out.”
One of the scenarios that could 
take place is if a ranked wrestler gets 
beat to get kicked out of the cham-
pionship match — and would thus 
lose an automatic qualifying bid — he 
would likely earn an at-large bid from 
the NCAA if he meets two of the three 
criteria required.
This scenario is applicable to sev-
en weight classes, excluding 125 (one 
bid), 165 (three) and heavyweight 
(one).
Men’S BBall:
AP Top 25
1. Gonzaga (51) 29-2
2. Indiana (7) 25-4
3. Duke (5) 25-4
4. Kansas 25-4
5. Georgetown (2) 23-4
6. Miami (Fla.) 23-5
7. Michigan 24-5
8. Louisville 24-5
9. Kansas State 24-5
10. Michigan State 22-7
11. Florida 23-5
12. New Mexico 25-4
13. Oklahoma State 22-6
14. Ohio State 21-7
15. Marquette 21-7
16. Saint Louis 23-5
17. Syracuse 22-7
18. Arizona 23-6
19. Oregon 23-6
20. Pittsburgh 23-7
21. VCU 23-6
22. Wisconsin 20-9
23. UCLA 22-7
24. Notre Dame 22-7
25. Memphis 25-4
WoMen’S BBall:
AP Top 25
1. Baylor (40) 28-1
2. Notre Dame 27-1
3. UConn 27-2
4. Stanford 28-2
5. California 27-2
6. Duke 27-2
7. Kentucky 25-4
8. Penn State 24-4
9. Tennessee 23-6
10. Maryland 23-6
11. Dayton 26-1
12. Georgia 24-5
13. Louisville 23-6
14. UCLA 23-6
15. North Carolina 26-5
16. Delaware 26-3
17. South Carolina 23-6
18. Colorado 24-5
19. Texas A&M 21-9
20. UW-Green Bay 24-2
21. Nebraska 22-7
22. LSU 19-10
23. Florida State 21-8
24. Syracuse 22-6
25. Toledo 26-2
Also receiving votes: 26. Iowa 
State
By Jake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
Wrestling
Duals now included  
on postseason slate
New component added to Big 12
File photo: Huiling Wu/Iowa State Daily
Iowa State’s Mike Moreno wrestles Iowa’s Nick Moore during their match Dec. 2, 2012, at Carver-Hawkeye Arena. 
Moreno may have to face opponents twice in the upcoming Big 12 tournament if he wrestles in all five matches. 
 ■ 125 - Ed Kilmara (Okla. State)
 ■ 133 - No. 6 Jon Morrison (Okla. 
State), No. 9 Cody Brewer 
(Oklahoma)
 ■ 141 - No. 1 Kendric Maple 
(Oklahoma), No. 14 Nathan 
Pennesi (West Virginia)
 ■ 149 - No. 1 Jordan Oliver (Okla. 
State), No. 16 Nick Lester 
(Oklahoma)
 ■ 157 - No. 8 Alex Dieringer 
(Okla. State), No. 18 Matt Lester 
(Oklahoma)
 ■ 165 - No. 3 Tyler Caldwell (Okla. 
State), No. 5 Bubby Graham 
(Oklahoma), No. 19 Michael 
Moreno (Iowa State)
 ■ 174 - No. 2 Chris Perry (Okla. 
State), No. 20 Tanner Weatherman 
(Iowa State)
 ■ 184 - No. 11 Chris Chionuma 
(Okla. State), No. 15 Boaz Beard 
(Iowa State)
 ■ 197 - No. 7 Kyven Gadson (Iowa 
State), No. 11 Blake Rosholt (Okla. 
State)
 ■ Hwt - No. 2 Alan Gelogaev (Okla. 
State)
All rankings from InterMat (Feb. 26 
update)
Projected automatic qualifying bids for Big 12 Conference
By Dylan.Montz 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photos: Suhaib Tawil and Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Senior Chelsea Poppens, left, drives it up to the basket during the game against Oklahoma State on Monday at Hilton Coliseum. Senior Anna Prins tries to 
pass to a teammate during the same game. Both seniors played their last game at Hilton; Poppens described the game as a perfect end to her career.
Cyclones top Oklahoma State 
in final seconds of home finale
‘Hilton Magic’ spurs victory
online 
See more online:
Check out photographs of 
the game against Oklahoma 
State online at 
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Automatic qualifying bids for NCAA 
wrestling alloted to the Big 12
47 percent
Tyrus McGee’s 3-point percentage, 
which is second in the nation
The send-off for the ISU seniors could not have 
been any sweeter.
Iowa State rallied to defeat Oklahoma State 73-
70 in the regular-season finale on Monday night at 
Hilton Coliseum. All three of the ISU seniors started 
the game, and all three had their senior night end in a 
memorable way with “Hilton Magic” alive and well.
“I think the emotion of trying to play for second 
[place], senior night, last game of the season, coming 
off a loss — it was a game that kind of went back and 
forth and the last 12 minutes of the game I thought 
both teams played as hard as they could play,” said 
ISU coach Bill Fennelly. 
“The fans were amazing as always but it just 
seemed another level.”
The Cyclones (21-7, 12-6 Big 12), who were 
down by 13 points in the opening minutes of the 
second half to the Cowgirls (20-9, 9-9 Big 12), used 
a 21-point effort by forward Hallie 
Christofferson to push for a win.
Christofferson also finished 
with six rebounds and was 7-of-
7 from the free-throw line. As a 
team, Iowa State was 19-of-20 
from the free-throw line. The ju-
nior forward noted how crucial 
each free-throw attempt was.
“You have to want to step up 
to the line because you know 
you’re going to make them,” 
Christofferson said. “That was 
just key tonight. The people that 
stepped up there knew that every-
body was behind them and we had 
their back.”
In the final home game of her collegiate career, 
forward Chelsea Poppens scored in double figures 
for the 16th time this season, tallying 18 points and 
adding eight rebounds. Poppens described the game 
as a perfect way to end her home career in Hilton 
Coliseum.
“I imagine [the win] felt like what winning state 
in high school feels like,” Poppens said. “I never real-
ly got that. It was just awesome, we were all jumping 
around and jumping onto each other. It was just so 
much fun to play that kind of a game with that much 
pressure on you and come out on top.”
With the win Monday night, the Cyclones se-
cured the No. 2 seed in the Big 12 tournament this 
weekend and will face the winner of the game be-
tween Kansas and TCU on Saturday.
Fellow senior Anna Prins earned 15 points and 
five assists, a career-high in her home finale. The se-
nior said after the game that Hilton Magic was alive 
and well and thanked the crowd for all of the support 
the team had in its emotional win.
“I haven’t heard Hilton that loud in a while,” Prins 
said. “I was trying to call out screens and I couldn’t 
even hear myself. It was awesome. A huge thank you 
to the fans; that was an amazing game, and they are a 
huge reason why we get wins like that.”
Poppens
6 Advertisement/Class
Come check out our new registers! 
Redesigned to serve you better.
lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way 
232-1961
drugstore
500 Main Street 
233-9855
west location
3800 West Lincoln Way
292-5543
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Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street 
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
By Appt Only
“All work done by the body's needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Massage Types
Full body or specific area
  • Deep tissue
  • Swedish massage
  • Energy work
  • Chronic problems 
Des Moines Better 
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The
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ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
A Step Above the Rest!
www.universitytowersames.com 
111 Lynn Ave #101 • 515-292-2236
Efficiencies 1-4 BR,  
Fitness Center, & Garages Available 
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
•Rentals
•Sorority
& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 25 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
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ABLE TAXI HAVE VAN WILL TRAVEL Cleve 
Pulley 515-971-0444 Des Moines airport 
and other distant trips Veteran Owned
Bartending!  $250/day potential. No 
experience necessary. Training provided. 
1-800-965-6520 ext 161.
Radio Station, Announcing & Studio Team 
Clark, Inc., has openings for this summer to 
do internet radio broadcasts of Roland-Story 
High School baseball and softball, as well 
as working in studio to operate the control 
board and produce broadcasts.  The an-
nouncing positions are for someone with 
broadcasting experience and/or education 
and strong working knowledge of the sports 
involved.  The board operator positions do 
not require experience, but solid electronics 
and computer aptitude is a plus.  Please 
send an introductory e-mail ASAP if you 
would like to learn more. Email paulclark@
usa.com
Large 1 bedroom apartment. $375/month 
+utilities. 1 year lease +deposit available 
Aug 1st. Certain pets allowed. NO SMOKING. 
290-0735
Room in apartment available for rent. 123 
Sheldon Ave. Room for rent starting August 
2013. $500/month + half of electric which 
is avg. $20 If you have any questions call 
641-414-8441
Apartment For Lease Newer 2 BRs, Nevada. 
Lease $600/mon + elec. 15 mins to vet col-
lege. Not pets. Smoke free. 515-450-0262 
515-382-4292
Print PDF Website
iPhone App Android App iPad Edition Tablet Editionwww.facebook.com/iowastatedaily www.twitter.com/iowastatedaily
com
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Where Good Neighbors Make Great Friends
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 management staﬀ
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Oil Change SpecialUniversity Special
$19.9510% •Change motor oil up to 5 quarts • Install oil filter•Perform 27 point inspection•Check and top off all fluids • BONUS FREE SHUTTLE!
Deery Brothers of Ames
 100 S 16th St Ames, IA 50010 • (888) 349-9321 • 515-233-5000
Store Hours: Monday - Friday 7:30am - 5:30pm • Saturday 8am - 12pm
Deery Brothers of Ames
 100 S 16th St Ames, IA 50010 • (888) 349-9321 • 515-233-5000
Store Hours: Monday - Friday 7:30am - 5:30pm • Saturday 8am - 12pm
your@ servicecoupon
100 S 16th St Ames, IA 50010 • (888) 349-9321 • 515-233-5000
www.deerybrothersames.com
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UNIONS
A special wedding edition of the newspaper that runs on the last Wednesday of every month. 
The section features unique wedding ideas, tips and trends.
From rehearsals to receptions, and everything
in-between, we’ve got your nuptial needs covered.
Submit your announcements to
public_relations@iowastatedaily.com
1 Politicos Reagan and Paul
5 Do some healing
9 Mallorcan seaport
14 Lit sign in a dark theater
15 Operatic song
16 Regions
17 Playground frolicker
18 Singer called the “Godmother  
      of Punk”
20 Not getting any younger
22 Mozart’s “Così fan __”
23 Misdemeanor
26 Reheat leftovers, in a way
30 “Bambi” doe
31 Pep rally yell
32 Grabbed at will
34 Triangular Indian pastry
37 Bufferin targets
38 Set in opposition to
41 Land, in Le Havre
42 Puts into office
43 Enthusiastic reply to “Who  
      wants ice cream?”
45 Classical lead-in
46 Involuntary sign of nerves
49 Color for a panther?
50 One given to bad language
54 Movie reviewer Roger
56 China’s Zhou __
57 Finishing the 18th, say
62 Caplet or gelcap
63 Dentist’s insertion
64 Where the clergy sit, in many  
     churches
65 Mayberry boy
66 It’s found in veins
67 Tiny time div.
68 MADD ads, e.g.
1 Put on a new cassette
2 Roughly 21% of the atmosphere
3 “La Femme __”
4 Angioplasty implant
5 “You are here” document
6 Timeline time
7 Capone cohort Frank
8 Factual tidbit
9 Yesterday’s tense
10 Azerbaijani’s neighbors
11 Welcoming wreath
12 Welcoming floor covering
13 Bit of fire evidence
19 Adherents: Suff.
21 Danced wildly
24 Amounted (to)
25 __ Island
27 Weapons from Israel
28 Mild-mannered fictional  
      reporter
29 L.A. Times staffers
33 Exemplification
34 Ump’s call
35 Erie Canal mule
36 Athlete’s promoter
38 Mani partner, salonwise
39 Laundry room tool
40 __-deucy
41 Advice at the track
44 Pop one’s cork?
46 Blooms from bulbs
47 Home to Firenze
48 __ rellenos: stuffed Mexican  
      dish
51 Church keyboard
52 Sporty car roofs
53 Seuss’s “Hop __”
55 Difficult situation
57 Pollutant banned by Cong. in  
      1979
58 www address
59 On top of everything else
60 Employ
61 Investigator, slangily
Crossword
Monday’s  solution
Across
Down
Fun & Games
Unplug, decompress and relax ...
Fun Facts
Giving a “thumbs up” also represents the American Sign Language 
symbol for the number “10.”
Johnny Carson’s first guest when he took over The Tonight Show was 
legendary film comic Groucho Marx.
About three-quarters of fresh water usage in American households 
occurs in the bathroom.
Charlie Chaplin once took part in a Charlie Chaplin look-alike contest 
in a theater in San Francisco. He lost.
Forget secret tapes and shredded documents. Back in the early 19th 
century, there was a better way to get a glimpse of an American 
president truly exposed. All you had to do was show up at the banks of 
the Potomac River early in the morning during the warmer months 
between 1825 and 1829 to catch John Quincy Adams skinny-dipping.
In August of 1883, the initial explosion of Indonesian volcano Krakatoa 
caused a pressure wave that circled the globe seven times, as recorded 
by the Royal Society in London, England.
Naperville Central High School near Chicago, Illinois, is the only high 
school in America with an Egyptian mummy.
In 1912, Kazimierz Funk discovered the first vitamin, Niacin (B3).
Today’s Birthday 
(03.05.13)
An especially fun year lies 
ahead, with abounding love, 
confidence and playfulness. 
Creative education builds 
career skills. If you want to 
learn something, teach it. 
Out of the box thinking about 
finances allows for new 
opportunities. Your powerful 
team is with you.
To get the advantage, check 
the day’s rating: 10 is the 
easiest day, 0 the most 
challenging.
Aries 
(March 21-April 19)
Today is an 8 -- Don’t go, yet. 
Postpone the celebration. Take 
care of household matters 
first. Share expenses, but don’t 
fund a friend’s experiment. 
Keep your temper, and 
everything goes as planned.
Taurus 
(April 20-May 20)
Today is a 7 -- Invest personal 
energy in a career project. 
Passions demand attention, 
so give in to them and savor 
it. Don’t try to buy someone’s 
affection. 
Gemini 
(May 21-June 20)
Today is an 8 -- Impulsiveness 
causes accidents, especially in 
love and romance. It’s better 
to take it slow. Remember to 
do a chore you promised. Play 
by the book, despite annoying 
regulations.
Cancer 
(June 21-July 22) 
Today is a 9 -- Don’t fall for 
a sob story, make expensive 
promises or impulsively 
purchase anything. Pour 
yourself into the tasks at hand, 
and save your money. 
Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Avoid an 
argument over a household 
issue. Don’t run away from 
the problem or overspend, 
even for good reasons. Share 
private information in private. 
Change the agreement to suit. 
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 -- Take control 
of your finances. Study is 
required, and the possibility 
of error is high. Costs are up 
there, too. It’s not a good time 
to be flippant. 
Libra 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Hold on to what 
you have, and defend your 
position. Avoid an argument 
by being respectful. Avoid 
reckless driving. A friend has 
helpful connections. 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 9 -- A domestic 
disagreement could disturb 
the peace. Don’t buy gifts or 
toys yet. Don’t sell or give away 
anything belonging to a loved 
one. Hold your temper.
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 9 -- Work could 
interfere with travel. A partner 
provides elbow grease. 
Negotiations hit rough waters, 
but don’t spend out of guilt. 
Avoid speaking out in anger ... 
take a walk to cool down. 
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 -- Don’t tell 
everyone the news. Let 
another person represent you. 
Get with your partner now. 
You don’t need new stuff ... 
repurpose old stuff instead, 
and put savings aside. An old 
trick doesn’t work.
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 -- Run a reality 
check instead of forging ahead 
blindly. Don’t forget to do what 
you promised. Watch out for 
hazards; easy does it. 
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 -- You love to win. 
Restraint is advised, rather 
than rushing ahead. Success 
comes slowly today. Face it, 
and heal. Create financial 
options. Wait for a better time.
Horoscope by  Linda C. BlackSudoku by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column and 
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every 
digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve 
Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
LEVEL: 1 2 3 4
Monday’s  Solution
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Have you ever seen the colorful-
looking Campustown logos around 
campus? Well, that’s just one of the 
projects headed by the Campustown 
Action Association.
Some of the goals that the asso-
ciation has have included making 
Campustown more inviting to people, 
bringing in more customers, improv-
ing the facade of businesses and re-
cruiting potential businesses when 
there are vacancies.
“We’re working to promote the 
district as a whole and to educate 
that Campustown isn’t just Welch 
Avenue; it’s Ash to Sheldon, Lincoln 
Way to Knapp; so it’s a pretty big dis-
trict,” said Kim Hanna, director of the 
Campustown Action Association.
Premiering for the first time on 
Saturday, the Campustown Action 
Association will host the Make 
Campustown Shine initiative to clean 
up the streets around businesses to 
make the students social area more 
inviting to not just us, but to Ames 
residents as well.
“These [clean ups] will be March 
through November each year. It’s 
these months because of the weather 
and there are three fraternities sched-
uled for April 6, 2013,” Hanna said.
“They’ll also have volunteers on 
Saturday and Sunday morning of 
Veishea weekend [April 20 and 21] 
to make Campustown as clean as 
possible for Sunday mass. There are 
eight worshipping houses on campus, 
so we want to make sure worshipers 
have a clean area to walk through.”
This project was spurred by the 
fact that trash is thrown over balco-
nies at nearby apartment complexes, 
as well as the fact that Iowa is a flat, 
windy state, so some trash on campus 
wasn’t from students to begin with.
Currently, the only areas that have 
cigarette disposal areas are outside 
certain businesses, and butts contin-
ue to be a large proportion of the lit-
ter. It has also been stated that some 
streets like Chamberlain don’t even 
have trash cans, something to be fixed 
in relation to the project.
So far, fraternities have shown ini-
tiative in joining this effort.
“Since it is the morning after 
Relay for Life I’m hoping people 
will just come over after that. I’d like 
to see a dozen people there to help 
out, that’d be a good goal for us,” said 
Rachel Kirpes, vice president of ser-
vice for Alpha Phi Omega.
Besides the cleanup plans, the 
Campustown Action Association 
has two major events scheduled each 
year; the next planned one is FAC, or 
Friday Afternoon Celebration.
The event received positive feed-
back last year during homecoming 
at the Cytennial, so will continue 
this year along with the same band, 
Standing Hampton.
The Friday Afternoon Celebration 
will be a 21-and-older event, featuring 
a beer garden, and will be held in the 
area behind Dog Town University 
and Welch Ave. Station.
Other efforts to make 
Campustown more appealing in-
clude a facade restoration project, 
similar to the downtown project lead 
by the Main Street Cultural District. 
They’ve seen much success with 
their program, and the Campustown 
Action Association hopes to follow 
suit.
Currently, the association 
is working to secure a grant for 
this that, if awarded, will give 
Campustown $15,000 for repairs 
and restoration efforts.
Safety has also been a topic for 
debate, as well, especially with the 
growing number of students en-
rolling at Iowa State.
“We’re working to increase 
all modes of transportation. We’re 
working to be more clear on what 
can be on sidewalks and what can’t. 
Bicycles are not supposed to be on 
Lincoln Way or Welch sidewalks; 
there are signs, but they aren’t very 
visible, so we’re working with the city 
to create some sort of educational 
plan because our sidewalks aren’t 
very wide,” Hanna said.
“When you have bicycles, skate-
boards and pedestrians all fighting 
for space on the sidewalk, plus people 
opening business doors and walking 
out, that’s an issue because people are 
getting hit.”
The “Freshman 15” is a legend in college 
history. Going to college means freedom, free-
dom to eat what sounds good whenever it 
sounds good.
It means piling on the food at the dining cen-
ter, or indulging in french fries and ice cream for 
dinner.
 It sometimes can mean less exercise or late 
nights accompanied by caffeine and sugary 
snacks.
So how does one avoid the freshman, and 
sometimes even sophomore, junior and senior, 
15? Iowa State and Ames offer many options for 
staying healthy and fit.
ISU dining centers do not provide trays, 
making it easier to pick up less food, which in 
turn leads to less wasted food.
Iowa State also has two gyms, Lied and State 
Gym.
Ames has many gyms available as well to 
the community and students, such as the Ames 
Racquet and Fitness center.
However, there is another option that 
Lindsey Conkling, junior in biology,  said is “the 
best kept secret.”
That is Kosama.
Kosama’s website says, “The Kosama studio 
is designed for high intensity classes and exer-
cise programs built around the same principles 
used by world class athletes when they train but 
general enough for all fitness levels.”
Kosama is based around the idea of mus-
cle confusion. When starting a new workout 
program, the body can show change quickly, but 
the body is smart.
Progress can slow and may even level off 
because the body adapts to a routine. Kosama 
switches up the routine daily with classes that 
include kettlebells, kickboxing, plyometrics, 
resistance bars, suspension training and 
weighted bars to keep the muscles confused and 
growing.
Kyle Van Winkle, owner of Kosama Ames, 
said they encourage students to get involved 
by hosting sorority and fraternity nights, hav-
ing team nights where different ISU teams go 
in to workout together and constantly offering 
different specials that accommodate students’ 
budgets.
“The first week is on me for students,” Van 
Winkle said. “I welcome new people in to give it 
a try to see if they like it before they commit to 
anything.”
Van Winkle said the atmosphere is different 
than most gyms.
“We want to make it like a family feel. We 
try to get to know everyone personally, whereas 
other gyms you’re just another name and num-
ber. We strive to make it a fun, friendly atmo-
sphere that people can also get good results in.”
Mykel Carlson, one of the coaches at 
Kosama, said anybody can take advantage of 
this program, even if they are just beginning.
“It’s very accommodating to everybody. We 
tell you what to do every minute of the entire 
class, and we help you to get the perfect form to 
achieve the best workout. This takes out all of 
the guessing and ensures an awesome workout,” 
Carlson said.
Leigh Pomnitz, junior in kinesiology and 
health, said she goes to Kosama with friends 
every time, so it’s “not only a workout, but it’s 
something fun to do as a group.”
There are many options to be active, get in-
volved, stay fit, stay healthy and beat the fresh-
man 15.
“It’s safe to say the freshman 15 crosses 
everyone’s mind at some point or another,” 
Conkling said. “Between the facilities offered at 
Iowa State and the open doors of Kosama, I’ve 
been lucky enough to stay healthy and fit.”
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Kosama helps students fight ‘freshman 15’
By Emily.Drees 
@iowastatedaily.com
Project
 ■ FAC: Cytennial Homecoming 
celebration last year
 ■ FAC: This year during kickoff 
weekend featuring UNI vs. ISU
 ■ Summerfest 2012
 ■ “Live it Like You Love it” banners
 ■ Campustown cleanup initiatives
Previous and  
current projects:
Fitness
Group cleans up Campustown
Photos: Ethan Crane/Iowa State Daily 
Paige Wiebler, sophomore in event 
management, performs jumping jacks during 
the hour-long exercise session Thursday at 
the Kosama building on Main Street in Ames. 
Kosama offers a variety of exercise classes.
Association works on 
improving district
File photos: Iowa State Daily
Members of Veishea committees gathered April 22, 2012, to clean up the trash Veishea left behind. The Campustown Action Association is organizing events to clean up and improve the district.
